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Language Power: Grades 3-5 Level C
Teacher's Guide
Guided Problem-solving Activities for
Educational Psychology
Literature-Based Vocabulary Activities
for Grades 2-3 (Set A)
Summarizing is an essential reading comprehension
skill in all subject areas. Using original poetry, stories,
maps, non-fiction selections, and more, this book will
guide students to write their own summaries.

Owl at Home Language Learning
Activities
The Stories Julian Tells Language
Learning Activities
Building Vocabulary: Level 11 Kit
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What are "essential questions," and how do they
differ from other kinds of questions? What's so great
about them? Why should you design and use essential
questions in your classroom? Essential questions
(EQs) help target standards as you organize
curriculum content into coherent units that yield
focused and thoughtful learning. In the classroom,
EQs are used to stimulate students' discussions and
promote a deeper understanding of the content.
Whether you are an Understanding by Design (UbD)
devotee or are searching for ways to address
standards—local or Common Core State
Standards—in an engaging way, Jay McTighe and
Grant Wiggins provide practical guidance on how to
design, initiate, and embed inquiry-based teaching
and learning in your classroom. Offering dozens of
examples, the authors explore the usefulness of EQs
in all K-12 content areas, including skill-based areas
such as math, PE, language instruction, and arts
education. As an important element of their backward
design approach to designing curriculum, instruction,
and assessment, the authors *Give a comprehensive
explanation of why EQs are so important; *Explore
seven defining characteristics of EQs; *Distinguish
between topical and overarching questions and their
uses; *Outline the rationale for using EQs as the focal
point in creating units of study; and *Show how to
create effective EQs, working from sources including
standards, desired understandings, and student
misconceptions. Using essential questions can be
challenging—for both teachers and students—and this
book provides guidance through practical and proven
processes, as well as suggested "response strategies"
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to encourage student engagement. Finally, you will
learn how to create a culture of inquiry so that all
members of the educational community—students,
teachers, and administrators—benefit from the
increased rigor and deepened understanding that
emerge when essential questions become a guiding
force for learners of all ages.

The American Journey
Journeys to the end of the world, fantastic creatures,
and epic battles between good and evil -- what more
could any reader ask for in one book? The book that
has it all is the lion, the witch and the wardrobe,
written in 1949 by C. S. Lewis. But Lewis did not stop
there. Six more books followed, and together they
became known as The Chronicles of Narnia. For the
past fifty years, The Chronicles of Narnia have
transcended the fantasy genre to become part of the
canon of classic literature. Each of the seven books is
a masterpiece, drawing the reader into a world where
magic meets reality, and the result is a fictional world
whose scope has fascinated generations. This edition
presents all seven books -- unabridged -- in one
impressive volume. The books are presented here
according to Lewis's preferred order, each chapter
graced with an illustration by the original artist,
Pauline Baynes. This edition also contains C. S.
Lewis's essay "On Three Ways of Writing for Children,"
in which he explains precisely how the magic of
Narnia and the realm of fantasy appeal not only to
children but to discerning readers of all ages.
Deceptively simple and direct, The Chronicles of
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Narnia continue to captivate fans with adventures,
characters, and truths that speak to all readers, even
fifty years after the books were first published.

The Effect of Adding Guided-inquiry to
Laboratory Activities in an Acid Base Unit
in a High School Chemistry Classroom
These activities for Because of Winn-Dixie practice
key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.

Discovering French
These activities for The Stories Julian Tells by practice
key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.

Charlotte's Web Vocabulary Activities
These activities for The Very Hungry Caterpillar by
practice key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.

Essential Questions
These vocabulary activities for three popular
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children's books incorporate key skills from the
Common Core. The activities integrate vocabulary
with a study of the texts. Includes text-dependent
questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

If You Give . . . Series Guide Language
Learning Activities
Students analyze three children's books using key
skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the
text is required to answer text-dependent questions.
Included are student pages with the text-dependent
questions as well as suggested answers.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Language
Learning Activities
These vocabulary activities for Because of Winn-Dixie
incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The
activities integrate vocabulary with a study of the
text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions,
and text-based sentences.

Language Power: Grades 6-8 Level B
Teacher's Guide
Frog and Toad Together Vocabulary
Activities
Guided Activities for the Practice of
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Social Research
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a
systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using
Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over
90% of English words of two or more syllables are of
Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words and
definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and
strategies for deciphering words and their meanings
across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from
Word Roots: Level 4 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a
single copy; additional copies may be ordered in
quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support
data-driven instruction; and Digital resources
including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and
more.

Gregg Typing, 191 Series: Office
production typing
These activities for Charlotte's Web practice key
language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice,
and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's
connected to literature.

Take-Home Physics: 65 High-Impact, LowCost Labs
Gle Wor Geo Unit 1 Resou
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These vocabulary activities for Frog and Toad
Together incorporate key skills from the Common
Core. The activities integrate vocabulary with a study
of the text. Includes text-dependent questions,
definitions, and text-based sentences.

Charlotte's Web Language Learning
Activities
On Cassette
Close Reading Literature Activities for
Grades 2-3 (Set B)
These activities for Henry and Mudge: The First Book
practice key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.

Building Vocabulary: Grade 4: Kit eBook
These vocabulary activities for The Very Hungry
Caterpillar incorporate key skills from the Common
Core. The activities integrate vocabulary with a study
of the text. Includes text-dependent questions,
definitions, and text-based sentences.

My Father's Dragon Language Learning
Activities
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Students analyze three children's books using key
skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the
text is required to answer text-dependent questions.
Included are student pages with the text-dependent
questions as well as suggested answers.

Because of Winn-Dixie Language
Learning Activities
This student study guide includes learning objectives,
chapter summaries, key terms, matching exercises,
multiple-choice review questions, discussion
questions, and practice exercises, some of which
involve data analysis using the General Social Surveys
using SPSS, and more. Also included are the answers
to the matching and multiple-choice review questions,
as well as a General Social Survey appendix.

The Cat in the Hat Language Learning
Activities
These activities for the If You GiveSeries practice key
language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice,
and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's
connected to literature.

Because of Winn-Dixie Vocabulary
Activities
Literature-Based Vocabulary Activities
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for Grades K-1 (Set A)
Close Reading Literature Activities for
Grades K-1 (Set A)
These activities for Freckle Juice practice key
language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice,
and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's
connected to literature.

Summarizing, Grades 1 - 2
These activities for The Cat in the Hat practice key
language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice,
and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's
connected to literature.

Henry and Mudge: The First Book
Language Learning Activities
The Chronicles of Narnia (adult)
These activities for Owl at Home by practice key
language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice,
and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's
connected to literature.
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Intermediate Manual
Freckle Juice Vocabulary Activities
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Vocabulary
Activities
These activities for My Father's Dragon by practice
key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.

Freckle Juice Language Learning
Activities
These vocabulary activities for three popular
children's books incorporate key skills from the
Common Core. The activities integrate vocabulary
with a study of the texts. Includes text-dependent
questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

The One and Only Ivan Language
Learning Activities
These activities for The One and Only Ivan practice
key language convention skills. The activities
integrate literature with learning about grammar,
word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be
fun when it's connected to literature.
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El-Hi Textbooks in Print
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a
systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using
Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over
90% of English words of two or more syllables are of
Greek or Latin origin. Instead of learning words and
definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and
strategies for deciphering words and their meanings
across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from
Word Roots: Level 11 kit includes: Teacher's Guide;
Student Guided Practice Book (Each kit includes a
single copy; additional copies may be ordered in
quantities of 10 or more); Assessments to support
data-driven instruction; and Digital resources
including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and
more.

Building Vocabulary: Grade 5: Kit eBook
These vocabulary activities for Freckle Juice
incorporate key skills for college and career
readiness. The activities integrate vocabulary with the
study of the texts. Includes text-dependent questions,
definitions, and text-based sentences.

Ven Conmigo!
These vocabulary activities for Charlotte's Web
incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The
activities integrate vocabulary with a study of the
text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions,
and text-based sentences.
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